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Learn some exceptional pinstriping tricks and special effects from author Craig Fraser and 20 of the

top American and international pinstripers. This one-of-a-kind collection features numerous how-to

projects from Bob Bond, Ron Beam, Von Franco and Jimmy C., Blaster, Mokoto, and others. Every

project includes step-by-step instructions and sequential color photographs of each step for easy

re-creation of the techniques demonstrated.
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This isn't one of those wastes of paper that you see so often packed full of 'tips' like "listen to your

creative urge" and "whatever you do, be you". This book has numbered and sequenced full-color

photos showing step-by-step the process involved in a project from start to finish, explained by the

best in the field. It lists the type of brushes used, the size of brushes used, brands of paint, how to

prep and store your equipment, layout of designs, the methods used by the artists, everything

useful. This is the information needed to let you start doing your own thing -- the right way. Thank

the Baby Jesus for Craig Fraser!

If you are interested in pinstripping, go get this book!!! I'm just starting in the field, but this book

contains excelent information, nice step by step tutorials, and great pictures. Maybe it doesn't have

too much patterns, but who cares? if you understand the technics, you have to start pushing

yourself in making some designs on your own.



Great how-to! From supplies to techniques this book covers it all for beginners. Nice photos and

format, can't recommend it enough!

This is a wonderful full of inspiration and how-to's if you are interested in doing a bit of artwork that

requires concentration and patience you can envision just about anything and pay homage to the

past and present on just about anything even surfboards.

Tis book was a great surprise. if you have some question about pinstripe this book is the right

choice.good to paintersgood to enthusiasts

The book is very informative and a must have for anyone wanting to learn the art of pinstriping.

I found this a very informative and inspiring book. I've dabbled in signs and lettering for thirty years

and it inspired me to get out my brushes and lay down some lines.

This is a great book for examples of pin stripping. Not a lot on technique. Very goos sequential

photos of different strippers and their projects.
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